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NSS unit of Sri Guru Nanak Dev Khalsa College organized a webinar on - Corona and 

It's Impact on NSS. NSS volunteers and college faculty took active participation. 

The guest speaker of the day was Dr. Brajesh Kumar. 

On the ocassion of 52nd  NSS Foundation Day, there was a webinar on the topic 

''Corona and It's Impact on NSS''. 

The webinar started with the video which was based on work of NSS in different fields 

like plantation, cleanliness, helping to poor and disabled and distribution of needful 

thing. The motive of showing that video clip was to make aware the participants about 

the way that NSS opt for doing their work for society. After that the chief guest started 

and said NSS is one of the most important schemes of Government of India because of 

its selfless service for the society. As a result, this scheme is famous all over the world. 

Even in the time of Corona Pandemic NSS gives its best. He added that work for 

society is absolutely good but no one should ignore their studies too. As all the 

participants belonged to different courses so they should concentrate in their studies too 

because studies plays a major role in building a good society. He said this pandemic is 

so dangerous still it won't effect much on NSS work and it became possible due to the 

dedication of NSS team towards their work. 

He gave an example of Subhash Chandra Bose. He said that his father wanted to be 

Subhash Chandra Bose an IPS Officer but he himself wanted to be a men who serves 

himself for the nation. So, first he became an IPS Officer and then decided to be an 

Indian Nationalist and worked for his motherland and for the people of India. Same as 

SC Bose we all must have that courage to do something good for society. 

He said not only the NSS volunteers we all must take some little steps which benefits 

our society. 



He covered the entire topic very well through various aspects. 

 

The event ended with our convenor Dr. Deepmala's vote of thanks. 

The duration of the webinar was 1 hour, i.e, 4:00pm to 5:00pm. 

 
 

 
 



 

 
 

 
 



 
 



 
 

 

 

 




